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Short Description of Scope of Study

Overall Goal:
to publish a complete bibliography of all IAA papers

Intermediate Goals:
Bibliography of IAA history papers 1968 - 2000
### Methodology:
All bibliographic and information science methods will be used

### Time Line:
The bibliography of IAA history papers 1968 – 2000 is a three years project

### Final Product (Report, Publication, etc.):
Considering publication (review copies will be computer printed) may be web based – with sufficient financial support hard copy publication will be possible

### Target Community:
Aerospace history community, aerospace engineering, universities, aerospace industries

### Support Needed:
Internet web site programming for first phase

### Potential Sponsors:
All members of above targeted communities
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**Comments:**

The Study Group is expected to provide progress status and final organization at the Academy Day, September 30, 2001 in Toulouse.
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